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IN recent years there has been a strong revival of interest in the foundations of statistical mechanics, and a great deal of important work has been done both in this country and abroad.

"The Conceptual Foundations of Statistical Mechanics" is the title of a celebrated article which the late Paul Ehrenfest prepared in collaboration with his wife Tatiana Ehrenfest for the German Encyclopedia of Mathematical Sciences. The article appeared in 1912 and has since become a classic. In spite of the passage of time it has lost little of its scientific and didactic value, and no serious student of statistical mechanics can afford to remain ignorant of this great work.
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Clinical Pharmacology of SleepBirkhauser, 2006

	From the emergence of clinical sleep medicine marked by the establishment of the harbinger Stanford Sleep Disorders Clinic in the mid 1970s, offspring sleep dis- ders clinics and centers have grown exponentially with the recognition of the unmet diagnostic and treatment needs of the reservoir of patients suffering from sy- toms of what are...
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Java Threads, Third EditionO'Reilly, 2004
Threads are essential to Java programming, but learning to  use them effectively is a nontrivial task. This new edition  of the classic Java Threads shows you  how to take full advantage of Java's threading facilities  and brings you up-to-date with the watershed changes in Java  2 Standard Edition version 5.0 (J2SE...
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Learning HTML5 Game Programming: A Hands-on Guide to Building Online Games Using Canvas, SVG, and WebGLAddison Wesley, 2011

	Get Started Fast with HTML5 Online Game Programming!


	 


	HTML5 will transform web and mobile gaming. As new browsers rapidly adopt it, HTML5 will do everything “legacy” technologies such as Flash and Silverlight have done—and...
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Mastering Autodesk 3ds Max 2013Sybex, 2012


	A signifi cant portion of your work as a 3D artist will involve sketching and drawing throughout

	the design process. Not only will these visual explorations help convey your ideas to others, but

	they will help you see problems within a design and help you refi ne your ideas. 3D computer

	modeling and animation take design...
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Mastering AutoCAD for Mac (Autodesk Official Training Guides)Sybex, 2010

	The Best Resource on the Market for Learning AutoCAD for Mac software!


	This comprehensive Autodesk Official Training Guide has everything you need to quickly become proficient with every aspect of Autodesk’s new AutoCAD for Mac software. Award-winning author George Omura, whom most CAD designers know and respect from...
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I. M. Wright's  Hard Code (Best Practices)Microsoft Press, 2007
From the popular I. M. Wrights Hard Code column at Microsoft, this book presents a series of thematically-arranged essays. It features provocative insights about development processes that can spark the imaginationand help simulate productivity.     

       Key Book Benefits:
 Provides insights into how Microsoft drives excellence in...
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